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Abstract—SPDs manufactured using multi-block MOV technology can indicate the remaining life (in %) of the
SPD, thus helping users to plan appropriate replacement and maintenance. However, because the threshold
voltage error of parallel-coupled MOV elements is not the same, the rated impulse current of the SPD
manufactured by multi-block MOV technology is not equal to the total of the rated impulse current of parallelcoupled MOV elements. The paper presents the method of determining the number of parallel MOV elements of
multi-block MOV according to the allowed dissipation energy method with the help of Matlab software and
modelling and simulation technique.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In order to prevent the spread of lightning on low-voltage
distribution networks, Surge Protection Device (SPD) are
currently popular used, manufactured according to MOV
technology, with two types of MOV Single-block and
MOV Multi-block [1, 2]. SPDs manufactured with Singleblock MOV technology have large rated impulse current
(SPD grade 2, from 40kA to 100kA 8/20µs), but these
SPDs are not able to display the remaining life of SPD.
This makes it difficult for users to maintain and replace the
SPD to ensure the protection level according to the
original design.
SPDs are manufactured using multi-block MOV
technology, including low lightning dissipation MOV
components (8kA 8/20µs and 25kA 8/20µs) in parallelcoupled to form SPDs with high lightning current
dissipation capability like SPD manufactured by Singleblock MOV technology. SPDs manufactured using multiblock MOV technology can indicate the remaining life
(in%) of SPDs, thus helping users to plan appropriate
replacement and maintenance. However, because the
threshold voltage error of parallel-coupled MOV elements
is not the same, the rated impulse current of the SPD
manufactured by multi-block MOV technology is not
equal to the total of the rated impulse current of parallelcoupled MOV elements [3]. This paper delves into the
study and proposes a method for determining the number
of MOV elements in parallel-coupled, in order to achieve
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high amplitude lightning impulse dissipation capability
(type I - SPDs I) on the basis of allowed dissipation
energy.
II.
MOV MODEL
The V-I characteristic of MOV in Fig.1 is represented by
the exponential equation [6]:
I = KVαα> 1
(1)
Where: I is the current through MOV, V terminal voltage
at MOV, K is a factor dependent on MOV type, α is the
nonlinear factor.

Fig.1 The V-I characteristic of MOV
Manfred Holzer and Willi Zapsky approximate MOV's V-I
characteristic by the equation:
log V = B1 + B2 log (I) + B3· e -log (I) + B4 e log (I) with
I>0
(2)
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Or:

V  10B1  B2 log(I )  B3e

 log(I )

 B4 e log(I )

(3)
Where: The values for B1, B2, B3 and B4 depend on each
MOV type.
MOV model can be replaced by equivalent circuit diagram
as Fig.2 [4].
Fig.3 Current distribution of elements in parallel-coupled
MOV
Where: i1, i2, ii and in are current flowing through MOV
(M1, M2, Mi and Mn) and V1, V2, Vi and Vn are voltage of
MOV (M1, M2, Mi and Mn), corresponding Vi = f(ii) is the
current- voltage characteristic MOV Mi, with the current-
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voltage relation formula: ii  CVi
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with C is a constant

and  is a nonlinear factor.
Found that: when MOV elements are in parallel-coupled,
the rated impulse current of the SPD will not be equal to
the sum of the rated impulse current of the MOV elements:

B

Fig.2 The equivalent circuit model of MOV
Where: L is the wire inductance ( 1nH/mm), C is the
capacitance of the metal oxide rheostat, R IG is the junction
resistance between zinc oxide particles ( = 1012
1013cm), RV is the ideal rheostat, the nonlinear resistor (0
), RB is the resistor of zinc oxide (=1÷10 cm).
The absorbed energy of MOV is determined by the
equation (4):
t1

W   v(t )i(t )dt



(4)

t0

Where: v (t) is the voltage across MOV during the time
that current i (t) passes.
In order to MOV not to be damaged, the absorbed energy
of MOV must not exceed the allowed energy specified by
the manufacturer.

Fig.4 The rated impulse current of the SPD in the case of
MOV elements is not homogeneous.
In this case, the ISPD rated impulse current of the surge
protective device is not equal to the total impulse current
of MOV elements in parallel-coupled:
ISPD≠ n IMOV
(5)
To keep the parallel MOVs operate safety, the safe reserve
of the rated impulse current of the SPD should be
considered in the SPD design.
ISPD = nkrIMOV
(6)
Where: kr≥1 is the safety reserve factor of the rated
impulse current of the SPD.
IV.

III.

DISTRIBUTE CURRENT IN MOVS PARALLELCOUPLED
When analysing the heterogeneity of the threshold voltage
parameters to the current through the MOV in parallelcoupled of the SPD device consists of n low voltage
MOVs: M1, M2, ...Mi, ...Mn in parallel-coupled (Fig.3).
Assume that MOV V1 has a threshold voltage error of 10%, and (n-1) the MOV has the same threshold voltage
error of + 10%. When an impulse current i with a
waveform of 8/20µs passes through them then:
i = i1 + i2 + ... + ii + … + in
v1 = v2 = … = vi = … = vn
v1 = f(i1)
vi = f(ii)
vn = f(in)
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DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF N MOVS IN
MULTI-BLOCK MOVS ACCORDING TO
DISSIPATION ENERGY METHOD
For multi-block MOV, there are n MOV elements with the
following parameters [5]:
 Rated impulse current I1 (kA), waveform 8/20µs.
 The allowed dissipation energy W (J).
The number of MOV elements of a multi-block MOV with
a rated impulse current It(kA) of 8/20µs waveform can be
determined by the following steps:
Building simulation circuit includes:
 Pulse generator It (kA) 8/20µs waveform.
 Building multi-block MOV model including n
MOV elements with rated pulse current I1(kA),
8/20µs waveform. In particular, MOV1 has a
threshold voltage error of -10% and parallelPage | 63
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coupled with (n-1) MOV has a threshold voltage
error of + 10%.
Perform the energy dissipation simulation
through MOV1 and observe this energy value
according to the number of n changes.
The simulation process stops when the energy
dissipated through MOV1 reaches the permitted
value. Then, identify n MOV elements need to be
parallel-coupled.
Fig.6 The current pulse shape through MOV1

V.

DETERMINE THE ELEMENTS NUMBER OF
THE COMMON MULTI-BLOCK MOV
Requires multi-block MOV design capable of dissipating
lightning impulses It=40kA 8/20µs from the MOV
components of Siemens has the code B32K275 with
W=360J with a threshold voltage error of ∆V% = ± 10%.
The simulation circuit is shown in Figure 5 with the
number of MOV elements n = 5.

Fig.7 The horizontal voltage pulse shape through MOV1

Fig.5 The MOV multi-block simulation circuit consists of 5
MOV elements B32K275
For MOV1 there is a threshold voltage error of -10%
(MOV must suffer the largest current of all MOV
elements) and the remaining MOVs have a threshold
voltage error of + 10%. The current pulse shape through
MOV1 is shown in Fig.6, the horizontal voltage pulse
shape through MOV1 is shown in Fig.7, and the dissipation
energy shape of MOV1 is shown in Fig.8.
From Fig.8, determine the largest energy dissipation of
MOV1 is Wmax=343J<Wcp = 360J. Choose n = 5, that
means the ability to dissipate lightning impulse rated of
MOV in multi-block MOV is 5x25 = 125kA 8/20µs.

Fig.8 The dissipation energy shape of MOV1

Similarly, using the power dissipation method, determine
the number of MOV elements of multi-block MOVs with
rated pulse currents of 25kA, 40kA, 50kA, 70kA and
100kA 8/20µs. The results listed in Table 1 with the Kr
reserve factor are determined by the ratio of the total of the
rated pulse current of MOV elements to the rated pulse
current of multi-block MOV.
Table 1: The number of MOV elements of the common multi-block MOV
The number of MOV elements
The reserve
(1)
(2)
Multi-block MOV
factor Kr (%)
B32K275 , 25kA 8/20µs
S20K275 , 8kA 8/20µs
(1)/(2)
∆V%=±10%
∆V%=±10%
25kA 8/20µs
9
-/2,9
40kA 8/20µs
5
16
3,1/3,2
50kA 8/20µs
7
21
3,5/3,3
70kA 8/20µs
10
37
3,6/4,2
100kA 8/20µs
15
45
3,7/3,6
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VI.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the method of determining the
number of MOV elements in parallel-couple of multiblock MOV according to the energy dissipation method
allowed with the support of Matlab software and
modelling and simulation techniques.
The number of MOV elements of a common multiblock MOV with 25kA, 40kA, 50kA, 70kA, and 100kA
8/20µs rated pulse currents are listed as a lookup table
that allows multi-block MOV manufacturers to reference
during the design process and Producing multi-block
MOV in reality.
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